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2023 Editorial Calendar
 JANUARY/FEBRUARY 

Ad Deadline: 01/10  |  Material Due: 01/19
MARCH/APRIL 

Ad Deadline: 03/08   |  Material Due: 03/16
MAY/JUNE 

Ad Deadline: 05/09   |  Material Due: 05/17

FEATURES

Command/HQ: Police Chief/Sheriff Hot Topic Q&A: Growing Use of AI in LE.

Technology: AI, Drones, Duty Cameras, Computer 
Vision, Rugged Devices, Data Management.

Tactical: Vehicles, weapons, armor, uniforms, training and any 
other related to special tactical (SWAT operations) activities.

Firearms & Accessories: Rifles, Shotguns, Handguns, 
Ammo, Optics, Slings, Holsters, Lights, etc.

Evidence, Forensics & Investigations: Products & Policies related 
to evidence collection, storage, management, analysis, software, etc.

Command/HQ: Police Chief/Sheriff Hot Topic Q&A: Budget Challenges & Management.

Apparel & Body Armor: Uniforms, armor, footwear, gloves, and more.

Active Shooter Response: Tactics, protocols, equipment, medical and more.

Electric Vehicles: What's new and coming into use.

Police & Security Expo Corporate Profile Opportunity: 
Get your company highlighted in time for PSE distribution.

Law Enforcement Station Design Awards Call for Entries

Station Design Conference Preview

Command/HQ: Police Chief/Sheriff Hot Topic Q&A: 
Station Design in the New Millennium.

Budget & Policy: Managing budget, manpower 
and staffing challenges addressed.

Training: Annual "hot topic" updates and information.

Tactical: SWAT, K9, Maritime, Aviation, other.

Specialized Patrol Vehicles: Boats, APCs, UTVs, Motorcycles, other.

Technology: AI, Drones, Duty Cameras, Computer 
Vision, Rugged Devices, Data Management.

SPECIAL SECTIONS
Traffic Safety & Enforcement: Safety products, speed enforcement 
devices, Visibility equipment, ALPRs, handheld citation devices, etc.

Firearms & Firearms Accessories: Handguns, sights, holsters, lights - all related. Less Lethal / Riot Control: Protective apparel, personal 
protective equipment, gloves, batons, shields and all related.

ALSO IN SHOT Show Coverage:
Coverage from and of the SHOT Show 2023, products & innovations.

Product Showcase:
Highlighting a mix of new products and high-value "traditional" products.

STANDARD COLUMNS

Vehicles & Fleet Products and services related to LE vehicles and accessories for them. Information, product listings and resources for LE administrative or executive management. Tactical Information for all LE special 
operations. Training & Careers Topics, materials and services for training and/or advancing your career. On the Street Information, product listings and resources for LE equipment, uniforms, apparel, etc for on-duty 
officers. Investigations Information, product listings and resources for LE investigations needs. Command/HQ Information, product listings and resources for LE administrative or executive management. 
Off-Duty/Recreational Products and services used off-duty or in plainclothes operations. Honoring the Fallen Honoring those officers who made the ultimate sacrifice in the line of duty.  

BONUS DISTRIBUTION/
SHOWS

ILEETA
Women in Law Enforcement Summit
IWCE
NAUMD
TTPOA

Station Design Conference
NYTOA
PSE
NSA
Border Security Expo

APCO
Homeland Sec. Week Conference
IAI International Forensics Ed. Conference
Midwest Security & Police Conference/Expo
OTOA
Tac Ops South
NASRO

ONLINE EXCLUSIVES

OFFICER Virtual Academy     |     OFFICER Roll Call Podcast
OFFICER Lab Reports
SHOT Show Coverage
Less-Lethal Munitions

OFFICER Virtual Academy     |     OFFICER Roll Call Podcasts
OFFICER Lab Reports
Apparel & Body Armor: Uniforms, gloves, boots, hats, body armor, carriers, etc.
Body Cameras: Body worn cameras, dash cams, storage and management software.
Data Management: Software suites for data generated in reports, video, photo, etc.

OFFICER Virtual Academy     |     OFFICER Roll Call Podcasts
OFFICER Lab Reports
ILEETA Coverage
Police Week Coverage
PSE Show Coverage
Corrections: Concerns specific to managing jails 
and prisons. Equipment, training, policy.

RESEARCH Active Shooter Events & Response

http://officer.com
http://cityservices.endeavorb2b.com
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2023 Editorial Calendar
 JULY/AUGUST 

Ad Deadline: 07/12  |  Material Due: 07/20
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 

Ad Deadline: 09/13   |  Material Due: 09/21
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 

Ad Deadline: 11/13  |  Material Due: 11/21

FEATURES

Command/HQ: Police Chief/Sheriff Hot Topic 
Q&A: Recruiting & Retention Challenges.

Firearms Considerations for Diverse LE Personnel: 
Examining the considerations and best solutions for a variety of LE shooters.

Recruiting & Retention: Addressing the on 
going challenge of personnel shortages.

IACP Corporate Profile Opportunity: Get your 
company highlighted in time for IACP distribution.

Use of Force Management: The value of less-lethal 
force options and budget/training considerations.

School Resource Officers: Contemporary best 
practices for staffing and management.

Command/HQ: Police Chief/Sheriff Hot Topic Q&A: Community Oriented Policing.

September 11 Tribute: A look at the challenges 
faced and how we're still addressing them.

Technology: AI, Drones, Duty Cameras, Computer 
Vision, Rugged Devices, Data Management.

Diversity & Inclusion Best Practices: From leadership veterans in LE.

Duty Gear: Anything an officer might wear or use on duty - Firearms, 
holsters, ammunition, hard tools, protective equipment, etc.

Command/HQ: Police Chief/Sheriff Hot Topic 
Q&A: 2024 and Beyond - What's Next?

2023 Law Enforcement Station Design Awards: 
Featured Winners, runner ups and honorable mentions.

Law Enforcement Station Design Awards: 
Feature specific to LE HQ/Training design concerns.

SHOT Show Corporate Profile Opportunity: Get 
your company highlighted in time for SHOT Show distribution.

Technology & Communications: Regarding your emergency 
communication operations center; computers; software; office organization.

SPECIAL SECTIONS
Drones / Duty Cameras / Video Management:
Drones for recon, SAR, patrol and more. Software and 
management solutions for the video and data captured.

LE Reform: Best practices, policy analysis, new challenges.

Recruiting & Retention: Challenges and solutions for 
attracting applicants and maintaining staffing.

Vehicles & Fleet: A look at the 2024 vehicles, emergency 
equipment, AI evolution to control them and more.

ALSO IN NSA Show Coverage:
Coverage from and of the NSA Show 2023, products & innovations.

PSE Show Coverage:
Coverage from and of the PSE Show 2023, products & innovations.

IACP Show Coverage:
Coverage from and of the IACP Show 2023, products & innovations.

STANDARD COLUMNS

Vehicles & Fleet Products and services related to LE vehicles and accessories for them. Information, product listings and resources for LE administrative or executive management. Tactical Information for all LE special 
operations. Training & Careers Topics, materials and services for training and/or advancing your career. On the Street Information, product listings and resources for LE equipment, uniforms, apparel, etc for on-duty 
officers. Investigations Information, product listings and resources for LE investigations needs. Command/HQ Information, product listings and resources for LE administrative or executive management. 
Off-Duty/Recreational Products and services used off-duty or in plainclothes operations. Honoring the Fallen Honoring those officers who made the ultimate sacrifice in the line of duty.  

BONUS DISTRIBUTION/
SHOWS

IACP
Tac Ops East 

ITOA
SWAT Round-Up Conf.
Training Institute and Law Enforcement Expo (CNOA)

SHOT Show 2024
Station Design Conference  2024

ONLINE EXCLUSIVES

OFFICER Virtual Academy     |     OFFICER Roll Call Podcasts
OFFICER Lab Reports
NSA Conference Coverage
K9 Equip. & Services: Products and training solutions for LE K9 teams.

OFFICER Virtual Academy     |     OFFICER Roll Call Podcasts
OFFICER Lab Reports
Trauma Care/First Aid: Products and information for emergency 
medical treatment on patrol and in special events.
IACP Show Coverage
Computers/Software: New products, software 
solutions and the challenges addressed.

OFFICER Virtual Academy     |     OFFICER Roll Call Podcasts
OFFICER Lab Reports
SWAT: Products & information specific to LE Special Operations.
Forensics: Products & information for identifying, collecting, 
storing, documenting and managing evidence.
Staff Management: Solutions for managing 
manpower and insuring adequate staffing.
Christmas: What's on your officer's wish list?

RESEARCH State of the Industry Projection  Report Diversity & Inclusion Best Practices Report

http://officer.com
http://cityservices.endeavorb2b.com
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OFFICER MAGAZINE

4-COLOR DISPLAY RATES 1x 3x 6x 9x 12x
Full Page $4,275 $4,065 $3,860 $3,559 $3,381
2/3 Page $3,370 $3,200 $3,040 $2,803 $2,661
1/2 Page $2,790 $2,650 $2,520 $2,325 $2,205
1/3 Page $2,115 $2,005 $1,910 $1,758 $1,674
1/4 Page $1,770 $1,680 $1,595 $1,470 $1,396
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MARKETPLACE
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2022 AD SIZES
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Printed: Offset
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Keep essential live matter 3/8” inside trim dimensions on all four sides. Dimensions 
are width by height. 

SUBMISSION OF AD MATERIAL
Go to WeTransfer.com. Upload you file(s) (up to 2GB) by clicking the “Add Files” button.
Enter the email address to which you are sending – sgamboa@endeavorb2b.com 
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Enter your email address and type a message to identify the materials. Click Transfer. 
You will receive a confirmation email that the file was successfully sent. 
For questions about digital materials, contact Shirley Gamboa sgamboa@
endeavorb2b.com .

ADVERTORIAL
Compliment your half-or full-page with equal ad 
space of editorial.

Full Page Advertorial: $825 

Half Page Advertorial: $515
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Dispatch was vague, fi rst on scene, 
back up 3 minutes out. 2 minutes 
later, a man lays dead in the street. 

Good shoot? Bad shoot? Something gray in 
between?  Will your training program and 
protocols stand up to the harsh light of day 
that is sure to follow? Could this all have 
been prevented with training?

Accidental and negligent discharges 
are tragic. Not reacting to a threat or 
shooting a non-threat generates human 
and economic costs which can devastate 
a city. If your training is not addressing 
situational awareness, detecting subtle 
threat cues, Dr. Enoka’s fi ndings on 
involuntary muscle contractions and 
startle fl inch reactions, you are training 
your o�  cers to fail.

Bad shootings are avoidable with 
proper training. Most police departments 
have great training units with excellent 
instructors. What comes up wanting in 
many cases is the training equipment 
used. Some systems require extensive 
protective gear which restricts vision 
and hearing making realistic training 
impossible. Some training weapons do 
not properly latch into modern retention 
holsters or even have a working trigger. 
Unrealistic training fails our o�  cers.

One solution is Smart Firearms Training 
Devices (SFTD). Smart Firearms produces 
training weapons designed to teach 
proper fi rearms handling skills under 
stress. The heart of their system is a 
sensor suite which distinguishes between 
deliberate actions and unintentional 
incursion into the trigger guard., and will 
properly secure into most duty holsters 
designed for Glock, Smith and Wesson 
M&P, and SIG P320. Each trainer features 
a resetting trigger, removable magazine 
and adjustable sights.

The weapon produces gunshot sounds. 
No more saying “Bang Bang”. There is 
also a visual alert along the side of frame 
to alert instructors to who the shooters 
were, very important during scenario 
based training with multiple o�  cers and 
role players present. The elimination of 
the “bang bang” training scar is key. Many 
times the fi nal seconds leading up to a 
shooting are fi lled with verbalization in 
the attempt to gain compliance. To have 
this mixed with replacing what needs to 
be an action, pulling the trigger, with more 

Life and Death Decision Making: 
Giving Police O�  cers the Skills � ey Need
for Violent Confrontations

Advertorial

verbalization, can be a fatal scar. When an 
unintentional intrusion is detected an alarm 
will sound and two LEDs along the side of the 
frame will fl ash. The alarm stops immediately 
when incursion is no longer detected, the 
LEDs remain fl ashing for 9 seconds.

Police training and funding are under 
attack. Ammunition has dramatically 

increased in price and decreased in 
availability. Use of force training must 
innovate to teach essential skills. Tools like 
SmartFirearms allow in service training with 
no special venue or safety gear. You can 
safely train the critical skills of weapons 
handling, suspect management and verbal 
commands anytime anywhere.  ●

OLD STYLE 
TRAINING GUNS…

Meet your replacement.

833-602-SFTD (7383)
www.smartfirearms.us

 Trusted by the World’s 
Largest Police Agencies

 Advanced sensor suite 
alerts instructors to unsafe handling

 Removable Magazine and adjustable sights

 Fits Safariland and Blackhawk retention holsters.

Models available for most service weapons, Patrol Rifle 
and Conducted Energy Weapons

 Compatible with all Laser Training Simulator Systems

 Hardened for defensive tactics/scenario based training

Request information at Officer.com/12180818
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Comfortable Hard Armor for Female Officers

Extended ri�e-protection coverage: M80, M855, M43 MSC.

Lightweight: 10” x 12” shooters cut: 4.9 lbs*.

Multi-hit: stops 30 M855 on a 10” x 12” panel*.

Conforms to and moves with the body.

erco
Materialsllc

Web: VercoMaterialsllc.com
Email: Sales@VercoMaterials.com
Phone: (404) 872-9504 

Customizable extended coverage.

*NIJ Cer�fied Level III model UrbanShieldMH

Request information at Officer.com/21209491

Police officers/tac�cal teams who 
face rifle threats, insert hard torso 
plates into the front and back of 
carriers designed to receive them.  
They impose a turtle-like obstruc-
�on to movement, and provide 
limited coverage. "Shooters-cuts" 
permit ar�cula�on of the arms, 
but leave vulnerable upper regions 
of the torso (opponents tend to 
"shoot-the-threat", which is the 
gun held shoulder-high). Verco’s 
NIJ Cer�ified Level III UrbanShield-
MH is a lightweight armor, which 
obviates these problems.  

Verco Materials is a spinoff of ce-
ramic technology originally devel-
oped at Georgia Tech; VercoB4CTM 
is the hardest available rifle armor 

strike face;  It is very light, and Ver-
co's technology allows it to take 
the form of complex-shaped �les 
that assemble into a nested pat-
tern that can conform to the body 
without gaps opening up between 
the �les, even when flexed.   
 
When struck by a bullet, only the 
impacted �le is damaged; sur-
rounding �les remain pris�ne.  
This gives the armor excep�onal 
mul�-hit capabili�es; a single 10" x 
12" UrbanShieldMH panel stops 
thirty M855 rounds. 
 
Custom modularity: the armor can 
extend con�nuously around the 
side torso and up to the shoulders.  
A curved �le design allows for 

form-fi�ng protec�on of the ex-
tremi�es (e.g. upper arms, thigh).  
Coverage at the shooters-cut 
region can be retained; the armor 
flexes toward the center when the 
arms need to squeeze together to 
aim a handgun.   
 
The most important advantage 
—be�er experienced than de-
scribed—is the comfort. Some of 
the oppressive weight sensa�on of 
rifle plates is because they sit 
offset from the body, applying an 
opposing iner�a when quick 
movement is required.  Verco’s 
armor pulls into, conforms to, and 
moves with the body; it feels like 
part of the body.    
     VercoMaterialsllc.com

Rifle Armor:
New Technology Offers Comfort, Mobility, and Multi-
hit Protection

Advertorial
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Dispatch was vague, fi rst on scene, 
back up 3 minutes out. 2 minutes 
later, a man lays dead in the street. 

Good shoot? Bad shoot? Something gray in 
between?  Will your training program and 
protocols stand up to the harsh light of day 
that is sure to follow? Could this all have 
been prevented with training?

Accidental and negligent discharges 
are tragic. Not reacting to a threat or 
shooting a non-threat generates human 
and economic costs which can devastate 
a city. If your training is not addressing 
situational awareness, detecting subtle 
threat cues, Dr. Enoka’s fi ndings on 
involuntary muscle contractions and 
startle fl inch reactions, you are training 
your o�  cers to fail.

Bad shootings are avoidable with 
proper training. Most police departments 
have great training units with excellent 
instructors. What comes up wanting in 
many cases is the training equipment 
used. Some systems require extensive 
protective gear which restricts vision 
and hearing making realistic training 
impossible. Some training weapons do 
not properly latch into modern retention 
holsters or even have a working trigger. 
Unrealistic training fails our o�  cers.

One solution is Smart Firearms Training 
Devices (SFTD). Smart Firearms produces 
training weapons designed to teach 
proper fi rearms handling skills under 
stress. The heart of their system is a 
sensor suite which distinguishes between 
deliberate actions and unintentional 
incursion into the trigger guard., and will 
properly secure into most duty holsters 
designed for Glock, Smith and Wesson 
M&P, and SIG P320. Each trainer features 
a resetting trigger, removable magazine 
and adjustable sights.

The weapon produces gunshot sounds. 
No more saying “Bang Bang”. There is 
also a visual alert along the side of frame 
to alert instructors to who the shooters 
were, very important during scenario 
based training with multiple o�  cers and 
role players present. The elimination of 
the “bang bang” training scar is key. Many 
times the fi nal seconds leading up to a 
shooting are fi lled with verbalization in 
the attempt to gain compliance. To have 
this mixed with replacing what needs to 
be an action, pulling the trigger, with more 

Life and Death Decision Making: 
Giving Police O�  cers the Skills � ey Need
for Violent Confrontations

Advertorial

verbalization, can be a fatal scar. When an 
unintentional intrusion is detected an alarm 
will sound and two LEDs along the side of the 
frame will fl ash. The alarm stops immediately 
when incursion is no longer detected, the 
LEDs remain fl ashing for 9 seconds.

Police training and funding are under 
attack. Ammunition has dramatically 

increased in price and decreased in 
availability. Use of force training must 
innovate to teach essential skills. Tools like 
SmartFirearms allow in service training with 
no special venue or safety gear. You can 
safely train the critical skills of weapons 
handling, suspect management and verbal 
commands anytime anywhere.  ●

OLD STYLE 
TRAINING GUNS…

Meet your replacement.

833-602-SFTD (7383)
www.smartfirearms.us

 Trusted by the World’s 
Largest Police Agencies

 Advanced sensor suite 
alerts instructors to unsafe handling

 Removable Magazine and adjustable sights

 Fits Safariland and Blackhawk retention holsters.

Models available for most service weapons, Patrol Rifle 
and Conducted Energy Weapons

 Compatible with all Laser Training Simulator Systems

 Hardened for defensive tactics/scenario based training

Request information at Officer.com/12180818
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Comfortable Hard Armor for Female Officers

Extended ri�e-protection coverage: M80, M855, M43 MSC.

Lightweight: 10” x 12” shooters cut: 4.9 lbs*.

Multi-hit: stops 30 M855 on a 10” x 12” panel*.

Conforms to and moves with the body.

erco
Materialsllc

Web: VercoMaterialsllc.com
Email: Sales@VercoMaterials.com
Phone: (404) 872-9504 

Customizable extended coverage.

*NIJ Cer�fied Level III model UrbanShieldMH

Request information at Officer.com/21209491

Police officers/tac�cal teams who 
face rifle threats, insert hard torso 
plates into the front and back of 
carriers designed to receive them.  
They impose a turtle-like obstruc-
�on to movement, and provide 
limited coverage. "Shooters-cuts" 
permit ar�cula�on of the arms, 
but leave vulnerable upper regions 
of the torso (opponents tend to 
"shoot-the-threat", which is the 
gun held shoulder-high). Verco’s 
NIJ Cer�ified Level III UrbanShield-
MH is a lightweight armor, which 
obviates these problems.  

Verco Materials is a spinoff of ce-
ramic technology originally devel-
oped at Georgia Tech; VercoB4CTM 
is the hardest available rifle armor 

strike face;  It is very light, and Ver-
co's technology allows it to take 
the form of complex-shaped �les 
that assemble into a nested pat-
tern that can conform to the body 
without gaps opening up between 
the �les, even when flexed.   
 
When struck by a bullet, only the 
impacted �le is damaged; sur-
rounding �les remain pris�ne.  
This gives the armor excep�onal 
mul�-hit capabili�es; a single 10" x 
12" UrbanShieldMH panel stops 
thirty M855 rounds. 
 
Custom modularity: the armor can 
extend con�nuously around the 
side torso and up to the shoulders.  
A curved �le design allows for 

form-fi�ng protec�on of the ex-
tremi�es (e.g. upper arms, thigh).  
Coverage at the shooters-cut 
region can be retained; the armor 
flexes toward the center when the 
arms need to squeeze together to 
aim a handgun.   
 
The most important advantage 
—be�er experienced than de-
scribed—is the comfort. Some of 
the oppressive weight sensa�on of 
rifle plates is because they sit 
offset from the body, applying an 
opposing iner�a when quick 
movement is required.  Verco’s 
armor pulls into, conforms to, and 
moves with the body; it feels like 
part of the body.    
     VercoMaterialsllc.com

Rifle Armor:
New Technology Offers Comfort, Mobility, and Multi-
hit Protection

Advertorial
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Dispatch was vague, fi rst on scene, 
back up 3 minutes out. 2 minutes 
later, a man lays dead in the street. 

Good shoot? Bad shoot? Something gray in 
between?  Will your training program and 
protocols stand up to the harsh light of day 
that is sure to follow? Could this all have 
been prevented with training?

Accidental and negligent discharges 
are tragic. Not reacting to a threat or 
shooting a non-threat generates human 
and economic costs which can devastate 
a city. If your training is not addressing 
situational awareness, detecting subtle 
threat cues, Dr. Enoka’s fi ndings on 
involuntary muscle contractions and 
startle fl inch reactions, you are training 
your o�  cers to fail.

Bad shootings are avoidable with 
proper training. Most police departments 
have great training units with excellent 
instructors. What comes up wanting in 
many cases is the training equipment 
used. Some systems require extensive 
protective gear which restricts vision 
and hearing making realistic training 
impossible. Some training weapons do 
not properly latch into modern retention 
holsters or even have a working trigger. 
Unrealistic training fails our o�  cers.

One solution is Smart Firearms Training 
Devices (SFTD). Smart Firearms produces 
training weapons designed to teach 
proper fi rearms handling skills under 
stress. The heart of their system is a 
sensor suite which distinguishes between 
deliberate actions and unintentional 
incursion into the trigger guard., and will 
properly secure into most duty holsters 
designed for Glock, Smith and Wesson 
M&P, and SIG P320. Each trainer features 
a resetting trigger, removable magazine 
and adjustable sights.

The weapon produces gunshot sounds. 
No more saying “Bang Bang”. There is 
also a visual alert along the side of frame 
to alert instructors to who the shooters 
were, very important during scenario 
based training with multiple o�  cers and 
role players present. The elimination of 
the “bang bang” training scar is key. Many 
times the fi nal seconds leading up to a 
shooting are fi lled with verbalization in 
the attempt to gain compliance. To have 
this mixed with replacing what needs to 
be an action, pulling the trigger, with more 

Life and Death Decision Making: 
Giving Police O�  cers the Skills � ey Need
for Violent Confrontations
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verbalization, can be a fatal scar. When an 
unintentional intrusion is detected an alarm 
will sound and two LEDs along the side of the 
frame will fl ash. The alarm stops immediately 
when incursion is no longer detected, the 
LEDs remain fl ashing for 9 seconds.

Police training and funding are under 
attack. Ammunition has dramatically 

increased in price and decreased in 
availability. Use of force training must 
innovate to teach essential skills. Tools like 
SmartFirearms allow in service training with 
no special venue or safety gear. You can 
safely train the critical skills of weapons 
handling, suspect management and verbal 
commands anytime anywhere.  ●

OLD STYLE 
TRAINING GUNS…

Meet your replacement.

833-602-SFTD (7383)
www.smartfirearms.us

 Trusted by the World’s 
Largest Police Agencies

 Advanced sensor suite 
alerts instructors to unsafe handling

 Removable Magazine and adjustable sights

 Fits Safariland and Blackhawk retention holsters.

Models available for most service weapons, Patrol Rifle 
and Conducted Energy Weapons

 Compatible with all Laser Training Simulator Systems

 Hardened for defensive tactics/scenario based training

Request information at Officer.com/12180818
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Comfortable Hard Armor for Female Officers

Extended ri�e-protection coverage: M80, M855, M43 MSC.

Lightweight: 10” x 12” shooters cut: 4.9 lbs*.

Multi-hit: stops 30 M855 on a 10” x 12” panel*.

Conforms to and moves with the body.

erco
Materialsllc

Web: VercoMaterialsllc.com
Email: Sales@VercoMaterials.com
Phone: (404) 872-9504 

Customizable extended coverage.

*NIJ Cer�fied Level III model UrbanShieldMH

Request information at Officer.com/21209491

Police officers/tac�cal teams who 
face rifle threats, insert hard torso 
plates into the front and back of 
carriers designed to receive them.  
They impose a turtle-like obstruc-
�on to movement, and provide 
limited coverage. "Shooters-cuts" 
permit ar�cula�on of the arms, 
but leave vulnerable upper regions 
of the torso (opponents tend to 
"shoot-the-threat", which is the 
gun held shoulder-high). Verco’s 
NIJ Cer�ified Level III UrbanShield-
MH is a lightweight armor, which 
obviates these problems.  

Verco Materials is a spinoff of ce-
ramic technology originally devel-
oped at Georgia Tech; VercoB4CTM 
is the hardest available rifle armor 

strike face;  It is very light, and Ver-
co's technology allows it to take 
the form of complex-shaped �les 
that assemble into a nested pat-
tern that can conform to the body 
without gaps opening up between 
the �les, even when flexed.   
 
When struck by a bullet, only the 
impacted �le is damaged; sur-
rounding �les remain pris�ne.  
This gives the armor excep�onal 
mul�-hit capabili�es; a single 10" x 
12" UrbanShieldMH panel stops 
thirty M855 rounds. 
 
Custom modularity: the armor can 
extend con�nuously around the 
side torso and up to the shoulders.  
A curved �le design allows for 

form-fi�ng protec�on of the ex-
tremi�es (e.g. upper arms, thigh).  
Coverage at the shooters-cut 
region can be retained; the armor 
flexes toward the center when the 
arms need to squeeze together to 
aim a handgun.   
 
The most important advantage 
—be�er experienced than de-
scribed—is the comfort. Some of 
the oppressive weight sensa�on of 
rifle plates is because they sit 
offset from the body, applying an 
opposing iner�a when quick 
movement is required.  Verco’s 
armor pulls into, conforms to, and 
moves with the body; it feels like 
part of the body.    
     VercoMaterialsllc.com

Rifle Armor:
New Technology Offers Comfort, Mobility, and Multi-
hit Protection
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COVER RATES Inside Front Inside Back Cover Back Cover
10% Premium 10% Premium 15% Premium

BELLY BAND
Full run: $6,490
Demographic run: Call for pricing
Show copies: $2,165

FRONT COVER STRIP
Per issue: $1,000
Exclusive front cover graphic calling out 
your Full Page ad inside the issue.
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PRINT ADVERTISING RATES | SPECS
OFFICER MAGAZINE

4-COLOR DISPLAY RATES 1x 3x 6x 9x 12x
Spread $7,696 $7,318 $6,948 $3,559 $3,381
Full Page $4,275 $4,065 $3,860 $2,803 $2,661
2/3 Page $3,370 $3,200 $3,040 $2,325 $2,205
1/2 Page $2,790 $2,650 $2,520 $1,758 $1,674

1/3 Page $2,115 $2,005 $1,910 $1,470 $1,396

1/4 page $1,770 $1,680 $1,595 $1,076 $1,023

MARKETPLACE
4-color $695
Vertical 2 1/8’ x  4 5/8”

Horizontal 4 5/8” x 2 1/8”

2022 AD SIZES

MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS
Printed: Offset
Trim Size: 7 ¾” x 10 ¾”
Keep essential live matter 3/8” inside trim dimensions on all four sides. Dimensions 
are width by height. 

SUBMISSION OF AD MATERIAL
Go to WeTransfer.com. Upload you file(s) (up to 2GB) by clicking the “Add Files” button.
Enter the email address to which you are sending – sgamboa@endeavorb2b.com 
(print materials only)
Enter your email address and type a message to identify the materials. Click Transfer. 
You will receive a confirmation email that the file was successfully sent. 
For questions about digital materials, contact Shirley Gamboa sgamboa@
endeavorb2b.com .
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1/6 page $1,290 $1,230 $1,170 $1,076
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http://cityservices.endeavorb2b.com

